ACDC Music: One of the Most Successful Rock
Bands in History
Any discussion of legendary rock acts is incomplete without mention of AC/DC. This
Australian band is one of the biggest, most successful of all time, with a string of hits even
non-fans recognize in a heartbeat.
Their sound is distinctive, mixing elements of heavy metal and hard rock, with an epic feel.
ACDC music has inspired countless other bands over the decades, and they’ll continue to do
so for many years to come.

Today, AC/DC is considered an essential band in the history of rock, holding a special place
in fan’s hearts along with Iron Maiden, Black Sabbath, and Metallica.
But what are AC/DC’s most successful albums and songs? Found out as we explore the
raw, long-lasting power of ACDC music.

AC/DC’s Rise Through the Ranks of Rock
AC/DC’s first album, High Voltage, was released in 1975. While it was received well and
peaked at number 14 in Australia, High Voltage didn’t set the world alight.

In fact, it wasn’t until 1979’s Highway to Hell that the band achieved mainstream success
and the widespread fandom it has continued to enjoy since.
Highway to Hell was AC/DC’s fifth studio album to be released internationally, and was the
last to include vocals from Bon Scott (who died in 1980). This album is particularly notable
for introducing the world to Highway To Hell, one of the most popular ACDC songs lyrics
from the band’s career.
Other classic ACDC music tracks featured on Highway to Hell include Touch Too Much and
Night Prowler. The album received incredible reviews from respected publications, such as
Rolling Stone, and remains beloved decades on.
Back in Black, the band’s seventh studio album, brought AC/DC further amazing success
when it was launched in 1980. This was the first to feature vocals from Brian Johnson, and
has gone on to sell around 50 million units globally, being one of the top-selling albums in
the history of the music industry.
Back in Black includes such ACDC songs lyrics as Back in Black, You Shook Me All Night
Long, Rock and Roll Ain’t Noise Pollution, and Shoot to Thrill. For many people, these songs
encapsulate everything that makes ACDC music so unforgettable.

AC/DC: Iron Man 2 Bringing More Success
ACDC music reached a bigger, younger audience in 2010, with the release of Iron Man 2 —
the soundtrack album accompanying the hit Marvel movie. This was a compilation of tracks
from across the band’s career, featuring such ACDC songs lyrics as Shoot to Thrill, Rock ‘n’
Roll Damnation, Back in Black, Let There Be Rock, Highway to Hell, and War Machine.
Iron Man 2 was a jaw-dropping hit, reaching number 1 on the UK Albums Chart, Swiss
Albums Chart, Austrian Albums Chart, New Zealand Albums Chart. It entered the top five on
many other international charts, too.
Despite line-up changes, AC/DC has managed to maintain a loyal fan-base over the past 40
years, and that’s sure to stay the same for a long time yet.

